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BY E. L. STRUTT 

N attempting to relate a few experiences of the Eastern Alps 
commencing more than 50 years ago, I must again apologise 
to any unfortunate readers. These pages are composed without 

any means of reference, either personal notes or printed articles, and, 
in numerous instances, are based simply on my own private op'inions 
without consideration of what other and far more experienced 
mountaineers have written and thought. 

My first view of the Alps was in August r8go, when I was taken to 
Bavaria, visiting Garmisch and Oberstdorf. I was almost entirely 
inexperienced in mountain travel, 1 and I confess that I was not im
pressed by the scenery as a whole. There seemed to be nothing to 
compare 'vith the Cirque de Gavarnie, for instance, while the peaks 
appeared shapeless and mean. Swarms of horseflies and mosquitoes 
made walking in the valleys disagreeable. Except for the Bernese 
Oberland when rain was not falling I have never seen places so 
infested as Garmisch and the Bavarian lakes. Travel in the Bavarian 
and Austrian Alps was· pleasant and extremely easygoing. True, 
there was nothing slower, or more uncomfortable, than a German 
train with its red velvet seats. But in Austria things were better and 
the universal civility of all the railway and diligence employees was a 
revelation of Austrian manners as compared with those of the German. 
On the Italian side, on the few occasions that I crossed the frontier, 
chaos and universal incompetence prevailed. 

The visitors appeared to be composed of middleclass Germans : 
they were an ~nattractive lot sauntering along in large droves ; the 
men clad in green hats and alpaca frock coats, the women in imitation 
tartan blouses, hitched up pe~ticoats and ' jemimas ' ! The man 
with his field -glass stalked solemnly in front, the wife rolled along 
behind carrying the rucksack and all the family kit, the children 
brought up the rear. All carried preposterous alpenstocks, the pace 
was slow and if Baedeker's 'times ., (easily halved by the average 
walker) were not exceeded, great was the vocal boasting and rejoicing. 
Climbers proper were few and far between ; all such (including 
peasants) wore leather shorts on the Bavarian side possibly the most 
impracticable kit for mountaineering yet designed and, wet or fine, 
were never without the inevitable Loden cape. Curiously enough 
these leather shorts were never worn on the Austrian side except by 
sportsmen and hunters taking part in chamois drives or deer stalking. 
During the five seasons I am attempting to describe ( r8go--94), I came 
. 

1 In 188 5 I had been led, almost literally by the hand, up the Gran de Rhune 
of Peninsular War fame. In I 886 I had climbed in the Basses Pyrenees, the 
Pie du Midi (opposite Pau), and in the Hautes Pyrenees, Mont Perdu and 
Pie de N ethou of the Maladetta range at the age of twelve. 
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across but three British mountaineers, Scriven, West and Kesteven. 
The two former were very well known and extremely popular in many 
Tyrolese \ centres. Among curios still extant in Tyrol were the Stell-
wagen. These and their propellants were quite unique, the average 
speed on the flat was 2 miles an hour, and not more than one mile 
uphill. Downhill, as the drivers drove entirely on the brake, even on 
imperceptible gradients, thus fatiguing their fat horses unnecessarily, 
speed was about the same. One merit the Stellwagen did possess, 
cheapness ; some few still existed in remoter valleys such as the Pitztal 
in I 93 6, but the said merit had departed. On the Bavarian side con
veyances were swifter as well as less back-breaking. 

Guides in the Eastern Alps were not as a whole very efficient. I 
·except the Dolomites where the men were admirably capable on their 
o'rvn limestone, as well as often less inefficient on snow than the pro
fessional of c glacier ' districts. In Bavaria ice-axes, as understood 
.elsewhere, were never to be seen. The nearest approach was a flat 
cross-piece of iron fixed to the upper end of the 7 ft. alpenstock. I 
once saw a guide armed with this weapon, attempting to cut steps 
across the little glacier on Zugspitze. Three tourists were ·in the 
·party and as the guide insisted on keeping them within hand reach, 
:each tourist kept receiving heavy prods in the stomach from the spike · 
of the alpenstock. When the leading tourist could stand no more he 
was relieved by his next astern and so on. Fortunately for them steps 
were quite unnecessary. These E~stern Alps guides were often 
extremely good fellows, willing and strong, and certainly capable of 
conducting the average German in safety to the top of his Dre-itausender. 
The natives, Bavarian and Tyrolese alike, were a delightful contrast 
.to most of their visitors. Simple, genial ·and scrupulously honest,, 
they made no attempt to exploit their guests in the manner of what 
was customary on the Italian slope. Tariffs and prices were absurdly 
lo\v. For 8 Gulden about twelve shillings a complete novice 
.could ascend Cristallo or W eisskugel, including a night out. Such 
prices were even less when a guide was engaged for a prolonged tour. 
In the Eastern Alps, excluding the Dolomites, peaks were nearly 
.always easy. The era of seeking impossible walls and desperate 
chimneys was not. even dreamt of. The Austrian I : 75,000 map was 
.both illegible and miserably inefficient. The classical routes were 
.still considered the right ones and there existed many justifiable ridges 
and faces of which nothing was known. One instance may be quoted : 
the Ellmauer Halt in the Kaisergebirge had but one route and this was 
.considered terribly difficult ! No wonder tariffs were low and guides' 
.unemployment unknown. A few guideless Germans and Austrians 
were about, but such, like the modern 'north wailer,' poison capsules 
.and all, did not survive with few exceptions for more than a season 
or two. 

Accommodatjon was very rough and ready, inn rooms · usually 
.contained two or more beds, all occupied, blankets four feet by two ; 
.cooking and food was coarsely abundant and easy chairs quite 
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unknown. In the 9o's the D.u.O.A.V. huts were as far superior to 
all others as they were in 1938, and the ·country was not then cursed 
with a superabundance of such together with their intercon~ecting 
and foolproof club paths. Even then, in I89o, the said D.u.O.A.V. 
was engaged in German propaganda designed to bring about the 
' union ' of Austria with its ineffable neighbour. In the Trentino 
the C.A.I. was similarly rife with irredentist poison. In those pleasant 
days Austrians characteristically laughed at both. 

On arrival then at Garmisch in I89o, at that time a simple detached 
village at the end of an 8-hour railway journey from Munich, I was at 
once informed that I must climb that mighty summit, the Zugspitze. 
Wisely enough, I was broken in on lesser excrescences such as Krotten
kopf, Kramer, Alpspitze. Eventually a large English party, mostly 
novices like myself, were led by a porter to the Schachen, the splendid 
hunting-box of the late King Ludwig II of Bavaria, 2 situated in the 
midst of and overlooking ideal chamois terrain. We spent the night 
in a little inn or cafe, being joined in the evening by the guide J osef 
Dengg of Garmisch. Together with an Englishman, B ; we left early 
for a peak called Dreitorspitze. There appear to be two Dreitor
spitzen nowadays, Partenkirchener and Leutascher ; it was the former 
that we climbed, I think. We followed the N. an~te over the three 
peaks, returning by a somewhat different route to Schachen. There 
were no pegs or wire ropes then and both B and I thought the ascent 
exciting and difficult, especially as Dengg refused to use the rope 
more than once or twice and then for but one of us at a time. Neither 
of us liked to be left in situ and quite alone, we were also incapable of 
roping ourselves when the rope was hurled down to us from 8o-Ioo ft. 
~hove. Incidentally, parts of the said rope, originally of cable size, 
had frayed to pack-thread proportions I Except in the Dolomites, 
I never saw a serviceable rope in the possession of a local guide. We 
returned weary, wet, and with chafed heels to Garmisch, whence I 
was speedily removed by my family via Oberstdorf in the Allgau Alps, 
to Cologne and home. 

In the following year, I 89 I, I returned to 0 berstdorf . after a slow 
and wearisome journey from Immenstadt. Oberstdorf was then a 
quiet and rather attractive village. The Allgau Alps 3 are noted for 
their exceedingly steep grass slopes. In fact, from what I have seen, 
their grass is more formidable than their rocks. In I89I I was taken 
up the M adelegabel starting from a place called, I believe, Spiel
mannsau. My companion was a noted keeper and chamois hunter ; 
he went at a tremendous pace and paid no attention to my efforts. 
We eventually reached a funny little glacier under the peak's E. arete; 

2 During 1890 I visited the extraordinary and often grotesque castles of 
Hohenschwangau, Neuschwanstein and Linderhof, all built by King Ludwig. 
The memory of that eccentric and attractive monarch was still cherished by 
the Bavarian peasants. One and all were convinced, as were many others, 
that he had been murdered in the Stamberg lake. · 

3 In 1909 and 1910 I did a considerable amount of chamois and deer stalking 
in these Alps, including much rough scrambling. · 
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here I began to catch him up and J aeger and I attained the rocks 
together. On the ridge I was again left behind, but somehow attained 
the summit alone. I did not enjoy the climb and was barely consoled 
by the information that our 'times' were records for the peak. My 
companion and I returned together in classic fashion. He was a nice 
friendly fellow and persuaded my family that I ought to climb a peak 
called Hofats, principally, I think, because the tariff was as much as 
20 marks! We went up a rather attractive glen to an inn called 
Gerstruben, where we spent the night. Next day we scrambled up 
some startling grass slopes, steeper, I think, than any I have ever been 
on since save perhaps on Punta Fiorelli in Val Masino. These 
slopes carried just the right amount of moisture, otherwise, with neither 
of us wearing crampons, they would unquestionably have · been 
dangerous to descend or traverse. Uphill you could kick steps in 
the thick texture. We were told later by the Wirt that no one had 
been up without crampons and neither of us believed him. The · 
rocks above were anything but easy for me, but at last my companion 
consented to tie himself on to my new and unused ' Buckingham.' 
Whereupon the rocks, following the standard mode, flattened out 
promptly and we reached a summit. I have seen Hofats since and 
I have certain doubts whether my 1891 summit was the true top. 
Our descent of the rocks proved fairly simple, but when we came to 
the grass things looked alarming, especially when my companion cast 
off the rope, declaring that if I slipped he could not possibly hold me. 
He had but an alpenstock ; fortunately I was using . a spiked walking
stick with a single blade resembling a chisel fitted to its head. This 
had been presented to me by a veteran climber, my cousin George 
Strutt, almost an original member of the Alpine Club. It was made 
after a model invented, I believe, by Leslie Stephen, for easy scrambling 
on lower slopes. Thanks to this curious but highly useful weapon, 4 

I was able to descend safely and in comparative comfort, but I am 
bound to say that the J aeger with his clumsy pole slithered down at a 
terrific pace and with complete aban,don. Later on we climbed two 
or three other peaks, including the Gross Krottenkopf, the highest 
peak in the Allg au, but well under gooo ft. 

Late in September we returned to Garmisch and I made arrange
ments to climb the Zugspitze, which was then quite a lengthy per
formance. First with B and Dengg we started from a chalet high 
up and near the entrance to the fine gorge called Hollental under a 
satellite peak named Waxenstein. The weather, perfect all through 
September, now broke, the gorge and its flanking cliffs dripped with 
water and, under these conditions, Dengg wisely refused to proceed 
further with his inexperienced charges. We turned back fairly high 
up on the mountain. Even now, when the cliffs have been engineered 
beyond all reason, the climb from the H oil ental still counts as a good 
expedition. A day or two later, with a slight improvement in the 
weather, we set out for the K.norr hut at the head of the Reintal, the 

• 
4 This stick is reproduced in illustration in the Badminton Mountaineering. 
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usual starting point for Zugspitze. It was a beautiful walk beginning· 
with a fine gorge Partnach Klamm debauching into magnificent 
forest scenery containing then some of the finest stags in Bavaria. 
Rain came on again and we reached the l{norr hut in a damp and 
depressed condition. It snowed all night and we started late in 
clearing weather. The small glacier was quite dry and required 
cutting, which Dengg with his absurd reinforced alpenstock laboriously 
accomplished. On attaining the rocks we found the pegs and wire· 
ropes plastered with snow and mostly · invisible. Eventually we 
attained the top, close to which was a monstrous edifice functioning: 
as an inn. B had been extremely nervous on the snowy rocks and 
Dengg, who stoutly refused to use the rope, would not consent to go 
on to the slightly higher E. peak. The less said of our descent to the· 
lake and the hotel called Eibsee the better. The terrain was similar,. 
wire ropes, stanchions and pegs covered with inches of melting snow. 
My own performance was mediocre, but that of B was simply 
lamentable. Eventually, still unroped, we reached easier ground and 
rushed down to the attractive lake and its inn. Here I was much 
annoyed to overhear my companion, who spoke German. fluently,. 
volubly explaining to all and sundry that our failure to reach the true 
summit was due to my being 'verdammt unsicher.' B had posed 
at Garmisch as an expert mountaineer, but on our arrival there, I was. 
able to disillusion the most ardent of his many admirers by pointing: 
out the dry condition of my knickers and coat, whereas B looked 
as if he had been swimming in the Eibsee. We have not met since. 
Dengg perished in an accident in the W etterstein a year or two later. 
It was not till many years after ( 1933) that I completed the ' traverse ' 
of Zugspitze, alone, in some 3 hours from Partenkirchen nearly the 
entire route was accomplished by lift or cable-railway ! 5 

A few days later, on our way to F eldkirch in the V orarlberg, I 
persuaded my family to stop at the pretty Tyrolese village of Lermoos. 
The Sonnenspitze just opposite looked most attractive. Its ascent, 
hovv-ever, was nothing but a dull scree waJk. We drove over the Fern 
Pass en route to Imst. Having arrived much too early for the train 
V\re went for a walk along the Inn. It took longer than we thought 
and we had to hurry back as quick as we could to catch the train. As 
I ran across the platform and line, little did I dream of the next time 
that I should do the same. 6 Here on the train, I beheld for the first 
time the magnificent guards of the old K.K. Railways. They were 

5 I h ad started by rail from Possenhofen on Lake Starnberg and returned 
thither before nightfall by the sam e process. · 

6 On March 24, 1919, I was in charge of the Imperial train en route from 
Kopfstetten to Switzerland. W e paused for a few seconds at lmst station. We 
had passed French troops. at Schwaz, dish evelled Italians at Innsbruck, but 
I knew that British troops were in occupation at Landeck and the n eighbourhood. 
I ran across the line and turned out a fine guard of twenty-five m en belonging 
to the H.A.C. infantry. These presented arms smartly to the Imperial Pair 
standing at their window as the train steam ed out, while I scrambling quickly 
back managed to board the last coach. Thus the last compliment ever paid to 
the last Sovereign of Austria-Hungary ' a very perfect, gentle knight ' and 
his channing Consort, came at the hands of their enemies . 

• 
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all retired N.C.O.'s of the Army or Navy, clad in light-blue uniforms 
with high black shakos and hung with aiguillettes. There was one 
to each coach and as the Arlberg ' express ' crawled through each. 
station, the red-hatted station master stood rigidly to attention on the 
platform, while the guards saluted each from his own little box in the 
coach. And this went on throughout the journey ! But they were 
delightful old gentlemen, only too pleased to assist in any way. 

I pass over in a few lines the four months spent in Feldkirch a kind 
of nineteenth-century concentration camp. I went up a few mountains 
in the vicinity, notably the Scesaplana with its extensive view ; Zimba
spitze, said to be very difficult, but merely a long walk from above 
Brand for but half an hour's easy scramble; Hohen Kasten, my first 
Swiss eminence, together with two or three low elevations in the 
Bregenzerwald. Also one rather terrifying experience, with an 
avalanche on the Arlberg railway between Braz and Dalaas, just 
missing our train, but delaying us for 24 hours. In February 1892 
I made what the local paper described as the first winter ascents of 
Patscherkofel and Series above Innsbruck, both of which were easy 
Schneereifen walks. As spring came on I foregathered with one Karl 
Santner, the solitary Innsbruck guide. No longer in the flush of 
youth, and somewhat uncouth, this worthy man taught me much and 
I am still grateful for his many services. He had no pretensions to 
first-class form, yet he knew more of rough mountaineering, of rope 
management, of path-finding than go per cent. of his so-called Tyrolese 
betters. He asked nothing more than to walk all day or night, he 'vould 
not allow me to carry anything but the lightest . sack, he demanded a 
rpinimum wage and pittance of food, displaying Oriental methods of 
satisfaction after I had forced him to consume a satisfying meal. With 
him I traversed in parts the entire ridge extending from and including 
Gross Solstein on the W . to Bettelwurfspitze above Hall on the E. · 
We had many adventures, we got among snow-slabs and avalanching 
slush. Santner initiated me into the use of crampons ; unfortunately, 
he chose the loose, steep and crumbling rocks of Brandjoch for my debut. 
Falling on my nose at frequent intervals, I clattered up for 100ft., when 
a still more painful fall caused me to tear the accursed things off my 
feet and hurl- them down the precipice overhanging the Karwendeltal. 
My other companion on this occasion was a most excellent young 
Frenchman, Comte de Riant. A very cheery if ribald soul, he had been 
up Mont Blanc and an Aiguille or two, which enormously impressed 
both Santner and myself. When he saw us manipulating crampons, 
Riant roused the echoes with delirious shrieks of ' Tartarin ! ' In fact, 
ever after this day he addressed me as ' Dites done, Tarascon . . . , ' 
and referred to me as le Tarasconnais I He continued to write to me 
until 1914, and if for nothing else, I shall always remember Riant~ 
an excellent climber and friend, as the first and only Frenchman I have 
seen in the Eastern Alps. 7 

7 Riant warned me never to be seen at Chamonix or in the French Alps with 
crampons in my possession curious how customs have changed, but I have 
a lways kept to his advice. 

\ 
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On many of these expeditions I was accompanied by Miss Beatrice 
Tomasson (Mrs. Mackenzie), an accomplished horsewoman and 
climber. In later years she achieved for the first time the two best 
snow and rock expeditions left in Tyrol : the E. (Sulden) face of Monte 
Zebru and the S. face of Marmolata. 

In early May we climbed Habicht in the Stubai, experiencing 
dangerous snow on this very easy ascent. I had my first view during 
this climb of that splendid peak, the Pflerscher Tribulaun, rising opposite 
across the Gschnitztal. In shape it resembles a pair of gigantic 
forester's shears, hence its appropriate local name of S charer. Still 
using Innsbruck as our headquarters, we proceeded to Inner Pflersch . 
and climbed this peak by, I think, the ~- arete attained at a kind of gap 
forming a pass to the Gschnitztal. The ascent appeared to me at the 
time as difficult and undoubtedly dangerous from many falling stones. 
We descended to Gschnitz after a very long day. Santner with no 
local knowledge had led admirably. From Gschnitz we proceeded 
straight by the Brenne.r railway to St. J odok, climbing Olperer, the 
highest peak in the western Zillertal, direct from and to that place
another strenuous day. I was much impressed by the beauty of the 
Zillertal, which I have often visited since 1924. We had made an 
abortive attempt to climb Zuckerhiitl, the highest peak of the Stubai, 
in the preceding winter. We now climbed it in early summer, descend
ing to Solden in the Oetztal. The view was superb and the aspect of 
the entire Dolomite chain is unforgettable. Four times have I now 
been on the summit, the last time with Mothersill and Claude Wilson's 
granddaughter, Diana, a few years ago. I was rewarded by a perfect 
day on each occasion. From Solden we proceeded in bad weather 
to Vent; the tiny inns were packed with the nastiest crowd of Germans 
that I had yet met. Accordingly, with a local guide we went straight 
up in the rain to the Breslauer hut, then a diminutive refuge. Our 
local guide was soon in a totally inebriated condition and we· parked 
him in an adjacent sl).elter. In very bad weather and snow flurries 
we set out for Oetztaler Wildspitze, leaving our companion asleep in 
a pool of slush and water. Without visibility or local knowledge we 
contrived to reach the S. peak, but a tornado of snow prevented the 
rather exposed traverse to the summit. Many years later I traversed 
Wildspitze from several directions, three times in a fortnight the 
last time alone with Miss Ursula Corning. We returned to the hut; 
the guide, unpaid, had vanished and in Vent nothing was known 
of his movements. The weather looked hopeless, and Santner and 
I were soaked to the skin. Accordingly we started down the valley, 
reaching Langenfeld late that night my longest walk, I think, in 
the Alps. Next morning the weather was perfect; we walked to 
Oetztal station, returned by rail to Innsbruck, where we changed 
our clothes and once more entrained for Kufstein in the evening. 
Next day we proceeded up the pretty Kaisertal to a place called Baren 
bad, where we spent the night. In those days the Wilder Kaiser 
peaks had barely been exploited and the modern breakneck routes 
were quite unknown. Nowadays over I oo ' routes ' are said to exist 
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on Fleischbank and Totenkirchl alone ! None of the peaks appeared 
attractive to our eyes and accordingly we set out next morning, led 
by a boy over the lower . slopes, for the Ellmauer Halt, the highest 
in the range. The limestone crags were unpleasant but not difficult, 
stones rattled down continuously although none came very near. 
We reached the lightning-blasted summit, where we spent some tim~ 
considering the disappointing neighbourhood. On our return to 
Barenbad Santner and I agreed that we had had enough of the Kaiser
gebirge. It is a safe assertion that the Urbachtal cliffs of the Engel
horner alone give more and better rock-climbing than the whole of 
the Kaiser Hinterer or Wilder. 

Santner and I spent the rest of the summer indulging in mild climbs 
among the northern Stubai peaks. The valley is attractive but the 
inns were not at that time. Germans swarmed and we preferred 
bouts of activity from H.Q. in Innsbruck to residence at Fulpmes or: 
Neustift. We climbed Schrankogl, Ruderhofspitze and many other 
adjacent peaks, including some of the dolomitic-shaped Kalkkogel, 
made up of a kind of pudding-stone, much ' softer ' than that of the 
Aiguilles d 'Arves. 8 

Towards the end of September I received orders to join my family 
at Ischl. Accordingly I parted with Santner and, having a few days 
to spare, went to Berchtesgaden. The town is a dreadful place but 
much of the adjacent scenery is truly beautiful. Who could then have 
foretold that this scenery would one day be defiled by the residence 
of the most ' wicked man ' in all history ? The W atzmann; I was· 
informed, was the most attractive peak and its E. face as seen from 
below is certainly one of the most striking sights as it is also the highest 
' precipice' in the Alps. With one of the young Grill (Koderbacher), 
I traversed the three peaks starting from the Ramsau and eventually 
returning there. The climq_ might have been interesting, but · was 
even then ruined by the D.u.O.A.V. with the inevitable wires and pegs. 
My guide was very anxious that I should try the ·great E. face, but 
somehow he did not impress, and I modestly declared myself un
worthy. The climb had been accomplished but three or four times; 
Grill sang Farrar's praises as the only Englishman who had then 
accomplished the feat. I have often reproached my diffidence since. 
A few days later I found myself at Schladming; the weather, as so often 
in Styria and the Salzkammergut, was dreadful, but I availed myself 
of a temporary clearing to climb the Dachstein. Starting from the 
Austria hut with a local guide, we had a very quick and extremely 
wet climb to the top. Like W atzmann, Dachstein :was utterly spoilt 

. 
. 8 Many years later, with Princess Aspasia of Greece, Claude Wilson and 
Mothersill, I traversed the Hohe Villerspitze (far to the S. W. of the Kalkkogel), 
a rather striking mountain that Santner and I had missed in 1892. On arrival 
at the base of the main ridge, running rotlghly W. to E., the rocks looked very 
difficult. However, · I was able to kick steps with ease in the curious black 
conglomerate till the easy crest was attained. T.his we followed to the top, 
descended to the E., and when the ridge turned N., MothersilJ kicked steps 
downwards in the rocky compound to the base, and so back into the Oberberg, 
and N eustift. 
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with even more wires and pegs, chains had been added in places. 
The weather had completely broken and our descent to Gosau was a 
long and dripping misery, but fortunately I have since been able to 
~ppreciate this beautiful country· on many occasions. 9 On arrival at 
lschl I found the sun out and the ground steaming like a boiler. 
I cannot recollect now the exact number of peaks climbed in I 8g2, but 
it was very large, extending over nearly 8 months. One ignominious 
failure on an unclimbed peak still rankles. 

June 1893 found me once more in Innsbruck, and Santner greeted 
me, waving the heaviest and clumsiest axe I have ever seen. This was 
the result of a present I had made him at the iron-tvorks of Fulpmes.10 

We started next morning for the Niirnberger hut in the Stubai, picking 
up a good Oetztal porter on the way. Next day, in blazing weather, 
we crossed Sonklarspitze, Wilde Freiger, various Pfaff peaklets, 
Zuckerhiitl, etc., to the Dresdner hut. It was my first day and for 
the only time I was very badly sunburnt. Next day we crossed over. 
the Stubaier Wildspitze to Solden in Oetztal. On this peak, very 
rarely climbed, we encountered a large and pleasant party of Austrian 
Fuhrerlose. It is purely an easy rock mountain, but one and all of 
the Austrians were wearing crampons, apparently with comfort to 
themselves.11 From Solden we walked up to the Ramolhaus, traversed 
t.he Ramolkogel, an easy climb which had not yet been ' facilitated,' 
although a large quantity of ironmongery had been collected near the 
hut for the fell purpose. Descending to Ober Gurgl we traversed 
~och Wilde (also unspoilt), and on the following days ascended 
Finailspitze, descending to Vent, where we stayed 36 hours to . mend 
my face. We then climbed Talleitspitze, descending to the Hochjoch 
hospice, finding there the worst specimens of German Kultur en
countered at Vent. On the following day we climbed Weisskugel, 
quite a long but very easy mountain, the ascent of which was much 
prolonged by a short . cut over very steep snow slopes terminating in . 
unexpected ice. Even here the easy main ridge was festooned with 
ar,tificial aids. The descent to a very primitive inn in the Matschertal 
led through the ugliest valley in the whole of the Alps. Next day we 
attained Mals in the Vintschgau and drove to Trafoi. 
. The weather hitherto perfect now broke, but Santner and I, the 

porter having left us at the Hochjoch hospice, reached the unpleasant 
~ayer hut just before the worst of the storm. Here we were marooned , 
for two entire days and nights with dirty surroundings and most 

... 
9 Dachstein again, T~orstein, the Bischofsmiitzen, Grosse and Kleine Priel 

were climbed on subsequent occasions. 
10 Tyrolese axes, if cheap, were (and are) thoroughly bad. Compared to 

the average Swiss axe, they are as a German-made blunderbuss to a Purdey 
gun. 

. 11 About this period there existed a school in the Eastern Alps that advocated 
t~e use of crampons on rock slabs in preference to Kletterschuhe. There exist 
large prints of Michael Innerkofler climbing in the Sexten Dolomites with the 
Zsigmondy brothers. A11 are uriroped and wearing crampons, the amateurs 
in leather shorts. 

. . . 
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unpleasant 'fellow guests. The one redeeming feature was a temporary 
break above, with tremendous thunderstorms roaring below us in
the Trafoi and Sulden glens a splendid: and rather terrifying spectacle. 
On the third morning early, appeared a party led by our drunken friend! 
of I 892, the Vent guide. . He was delighted to see us, said nothing ·of 
the bibulous episode, or of my neglect to pay. him, but declared loudly 
that __ he would lead his party forthwith to the summit of Ortler or 
perish in the bergschrund. The weather was fiendish, visibility prac..: 
tically nil, but all started, bar those parties led by local guides. Sure 
enqugh our friend duly smelt out the summit and brought us .back .in 
a sodden condition to the. hut. We descended to Sulden, where at the 
Hotel Ell er, its proprietor, the worthy Pfarrer Ell er, made me welcome 
in his packed inn, gave me his tiny cubby hole to sleep in and even 
some dry clothes to feed in. Peace be to his memory, he died univer
sally respected in I go I, and the fine modern parish church. was erected. 
in his honour. Looking out of the porch that night I perceived our 
Vent friend in his pristine condition. He had benefited by his delayed 
Wildspitze ta1~iff and a douceur added thereto. A short improvement 
in th~ weather enabled Santner to lead me up Konigsspitze by. the. 
ordinary Konigsjoch route. Conditions were very bad, and the
ascent was most laborious and not without danger in the final slopes 
and descent of the J och where at present ( 1938) a kind of path exists l 
Santner and I now descended the valley to Gomagoi, but as the weather 
still held up and my companion was very anxious for one more climb,: 
we secured the services of a very young Trafoi guide, J. J. Thoni .. 
I suggested Ortler again by the original ( 1 8o4) line of ascent, the 

· Hintere W andl. We had great difficulty in persuading Thoni to 
start for this route, but when we found ourselves on the Wandl, I 
ceased to wonder at his reluctance. The rocks are appalling and 
everything comes to bits under one's hands or feet otherwise there 
is,. or should be, no difficulty whatever. We were handicapped further 
by much fresh snow. I believe there exists now a safer and firmer 
line in the immediate neighbourhood. Nearing the summit, .we 
perceived an Alleingiinger attempting the precipitous northern ice face 
of Thurwieserspitze lying almost opposite and below us. He did not 
get very far and soon descended. I was. somewhat surprised to rea4 
a lurid account of this feat ' not quite to the summit but as far as 
the Montenv~rs ' in a German publication many years later I T~e· 
~uthor's attempted prowess was witnessed by the numerous parties 
we foun.d on Order's summit, but he mlght have tried a second time 
later after clouds had shut down. We descended by a combination 
of Tuckett's Stickle Pleiss and the Pleisshorn route. It was. awkward 
and further complicated by rapidly deteriorating weather. Local 
tradit~on related that the great Tuckett, whose fame and white trouser~. 
were still revered throughout Tyrol had (in 1864) glissaded the entirei 
l,e~gth of the Stickle Pleiss couloir, bare ice and all, on the 'rrafoi 
s~4e. ·Arrived at the base, F. F~ T. had shouted to his compat?-ions 
not to follow. 4t Trafoi, San trier ~~Q. I . parted for the last tir~e; -he 
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bound for Innsbruck over the Reschen Scheideck and I for Bormio 
over the wearisome Stelvio in heavy snow.12 

On my return to Innsbruck in very dishevelled condition I had 
lived on a rucksack for weeks I picked up my kit and proceeded by 
rail to Toblach, driving thence to Cortina. The weather was now 
again very fine. With various guides I climbed Cristallo, Croda Rossa, 
perhaps so far as colour goes the most impressive of all Dolomites, 
Croda da Lago, Sorapis from the Pfalzgau hut, several Cadini peaks, 
Antelao, Pelmo, Civetta, Sasso di Mur,_ Rosengarten peaks, Grosse and 
Kleine Zinne ; Dreischusterspitze and Einser from Bad Moos in the 
Sextental. Most of these ascents were made, I think, by the ordinary 
routes. 

A word here might be added concerning the Cortina guides who 
accompanied me in 1893. These included Mansueto Barbaria, Santo 
Siorpaes jun., Arcangelo Dibona and Antonio Constantini. All were 
good men in their own district, especially the last named. In fact 
the Dolomite men appeared to belong to an altogether superior class 
of peasant to that of their North Tyrolese confreres. They were 
extremely well equipped in all respects, clad in neat strongly woven 
clothing, while all wore knickerbockers otherwise unknown except 
in the northern Ortler group. Of the skill of Antonio Dimai I have 
written elsewhere, but I met Sepp Innerkofier twice only, and never 
saw Angelo Dibona or Agostino Verzi. It was not till some years 
later that I came across that extraordinary personage ' una creatura 
delle Dolomite,' according to Rey Tita Piaz. His performances have 
becotne legendary in the entire Dolomite region. An ' amateur ' 
guide, less common then than thirty years later, he owned a villa some
where in the Trentino as well as one of the earliest motor bicycles. 
On this formidable vehicle he was wont to flit about the region, climbing 
with a different employer on every day of the week. He is stated to 
have ascended Guglia di Brenta and Campanile di V al . Montanaia 
on successive days. I have climbed with Maximin Gaspard and con
versed with the most famous of latter day Chamonix professionals. 
Neither was (or is) noted for undue humility. But for undiluted 
arrogance and conceit without liniit, both must appear modest com
pared to Piaz ! He drove his party upwards by sheer insults combined 
with withering .contempt, he disregarded their wishes, even their 
objectives ; where Piaz went there they had to follow. Moreover, 
he never carried a sack. He started once for a peak with a departed 
friend of mine, a soldier of singular gentleness and charm. They 
parted . before attaining the screes. Yet the man had contrived the 
friendship of Guido Rey. Socially also Piaz considered himself 
superior to his employer~ ; in Club huts and inns, posing as an ordinary 
guest, he remained aloof from all. Needless to say, as an amateur set
ting his own prices enormously higher than the official and professional 
tariffs, his was far from a popular personality with the real guides. 

1 2 I walked from Borrr1io to La Rosa through Val Viola, a tremendous 
tramp; thence to Pontresina over the Bemina Pass in two days . 

• 

• 
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His mentality was a very cesspool of irredentism and disloyalty to 
Tyrol. I do not think that he often ventured to climb with Austrians 
or Germans indeed the clumsiness at that date of the latter would 
have precluded any possibility of successful co-operation. So far as 
I know, Piaz had never visited the greater Alps. Yet in justice to a 
.man possessed of many doubtful qualities, it must be conceded that 
on rocks he was a superb and outstanding performer. He traversed 
the Vajolet Towers, alone and on a moonless night. He carried a 
baby over the saiq three peaks, although no record exists of what the 
baby has to say. He lassooed a neighbouring and inaccessible splinter 
from the top of one of the adjacent Cadini pinnacles, then, like the 
veriest lizard, swarmed across space by the interconnecting rope. 
And so farewell to Piaz; I have heard nothing of him since 1914, but 
his name, deeds and freaks will not be forgotten. 

Late in September, Angelo Zangiacomi, with whom I had accom
plished the last four climbs, accompanied me to Kals. We proceeded 
by the Pustertal railway from Innichen to Lienz, driving thence 
through ugly scenery to Kals. Having arrived early we went at once 
to the Stiidl hut at the southern foot of Gross Glockner. That peak 
was imposing but the surroundings were otherwise mean. Starting 
early next morning we had an easy walk to the hut on the Adlersruhe, 
.an inn, whi.ch provided us with a hot breakfast. It was cold with 
high wind and much cloud, but we started off after breakfast for the 
summit. From Klein Glockner onwards we got into trouble with the 
numerous layers sometimes three superimposed rows of cables 
festooning the easy rocks, but we reached the top in well under an 
hour from the Adlersruhe hut. It was bitterly cold and viewl~ss, so 
we ran back to the hut, warmed ourselves and ordered an early lunch. 
When this was consumed, we returned to Gross Glockner, but the 
weather was still cold and there was no view. Back to the hut for tea, 
and now at about 5 P .M. the weather became perfect, so we started 
again for the summit. We had improved on our first 'times' in the 
second ascent, and the third still further decreased the same, largely 
because we had found a way of avoiding the worst of the wire entangle
ments. The view was now clear and must be perhaps the most ex
tensive in the Alps, embracing as it does everything between the 
Berniria and Ankogel, with the Austrian plains beyond stretching to 
Vienna and the Danube.13 But it is not beautiful. Gross Glockner 
towers far too high above its satellites, while the foothills of the Tauern 
are ugly beyond words. Everyone in the hut thought us mad, but the 
Wirt was extremely pleased, especially when we ordered a fourth 
meal. . The night was brilliant, with a full moon and, after 'dinner,' 
perceiving elephants' tracks leading down to the Pasterze Glacier, we 
determined to descend to the Glocknerhaus, especially as the usual 
horrid crowd was now choking up the somewhat unsavoury Adlersruhe . 

. 
· 18 Baillie Grohmann in his Tyrol and the Tyrolese relates that on the occasion 

of his winter ascent in I 874, ' giant peaks ' were plainly visible beyond the 
Be mina. 
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Amid fond farewells from the Wirt and laughter from the rest, we ran 
down the tra~ks, crossed the Pasterze and soon reached the huge 
Glocknerhaus, where we spent the night. . 

On the following and very fine day, we again crossed the great glacier 
and studied Glockner's N.E. face, especially the Pallavicinirinne and 
Glocknerwand farther to the N. Neither of these routes had been 
attempted for years. As for the former, I can now say that it is no 
steeper and probably shorter than the ' Couloir Whymper ' of Aiguill~ 
Verte and certainly far safer. Zangiacomi, an excellent rock-climber, 
had by now begun to consider himself also a snow expert and was very 
keen to try the G locknerwand, the scene of the Pallavicini disaster of 
1886 (A.J. 13. 54, 110). We returned to the Glocknerhaus where the 
main stream of tourists regularly ceased after September I 5. It was 
now fairly empty. Zangiacomi routed me out early, and we started 
for an attempt on the Glocknerwand, whence we hoped to force our 
·way over the N.W. arete to the summit of Glockner. After some 
hours, much trouble with step-cutting at which my companion was 
not expert and some unpleasant rocks, we did attain the crest. For 
a party clearly outweighted the further prospect appeared most unin
viting ; we did contrive to climb over one high and awkward tooth, 
but on the far side of this Zangiacomi, trying to cut down hill, dropped 
:his ·axe. Zangiacomi was a small man but with a voice like a bull ; 
bellowing like distant thunder he commanded me to join him and hand 
over my weapon. Thjs I refused to do unless he would promise to chuck 
the attempt. A regular impasse occurred, plainly audible as well as 
visible to parties on the summit. To cut a long story short, I eventually 
prevailed over my raging companion. Our descent was slow and not 
sure, the guide had lost his head entirely ; first he made me lead with 
the axe, then he seized it and took the lead himself. Finally I regained 
the axe and came down as last man. It was late in the afternoon before 
·our jaded and still angry party had regained the surface of the Pasterze 
Glacier. We had made complete fools of ourselves and were lucky 
to have avoided an accident, and that is all that can be said. I finally 
placated my now sulking companion by taking the entire blame on 
myself. Sleeping at the Glocknerhaus, where no one apparently had 
seen anything of our ' exploit,' we left next day for Ferleiten, whence 
we· made our way to a small Club hut at the margin of the Hochgruber 
Glacier. The E. face of Glockerin opposit~, steep ice and snow, 
looked very fine, but after our recent experience all I wanted was a 
'cow' mountain. That we got next day, the Gross Wiesbachhorn, 
and slept at Ferleiten, a pleasant inn but an unattractive spot in rain
like most Alpine places. My companion began to talk about fine 
engagements awaiting him at Cortina, so I told him that we must 
hurry back. We walked over another pass to Heiligenblut and slept 
at ' Lienz. At Toblach I parted good friends with my guide, and 
Scriven boarded my train. We returned together to England. It is 
'(.)( interest to remember that, exclusive of the journey from and to 
London, my total expenses for r8gj came to just under £roo. 
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In 1894 I started operations by an ascent of Parseierspitze, tlie 
highest peak to the N. of . the Inn valley. Detraining late in the 
evening at Landeck, I hurried up to Grins, collected an excellent 
porter, and attained the Augsburg hut in r! hours from Grins, a rise 
of over 4000 ft. I give these details solely because I was ill in the 
hut all night, started foodless, suffered from seasickness all the way 
to the summit, and took my first nourishment at Landeck that night ! 
Apart from these well earned pains, the climb by the route taken was 
quite interesting and the mountain is well worth an ascent, which is 
more than can be said of its opposite number, S. of the valley, the 
Riffier. Next day I drove over the Reschen Scheideck to Gomagoi, 
walking thence to Sulden. The horseflies which attacked the diligence 
at the Malser Haide lakes were the most ferocious I have met. At 
Sulden, while awaiting the arrival of Giovanni Barbaria from Cortina, 
I joined forces with a young Austrian student. We spent hours step
cutting in the Sulden Glacier icefalls below the Konigsjoch, eventually 
climbing the three peaks of Cevedale in 3! hours from the Hotel Ell er. 
We were warmly congratulated by the hotel guests on our splendid 
' guideless ' feat there were not less than 6o persons making the 
ascent that day ! It was an extraordinary sight from the Eissee Pass ; 
the gentle glacier black with people, Cevedale parties and others less 
bold, all roped two and two six feet apart, the guides with axes, tourists 
with barge poles and even umbrellas. All these atrocities dating from 
an accident on Cevedale in 1861, when a party of four all roped together 
rolled down a slope of 25° into the bergschrund I Enough, as the 
malpractices of Ortler guides have been discussed at length in . the 
}OURNAL. 

Barbaria joined me and as a second man appeared advisable, that 
excellent Austrian climber, the late Louis Friedmann, A.C., who was 
in Sulden with a very competent guideless party, was kind enough to 
advise me. He recommended Alois Pinggera and, failing him, Peter 
Dangl. The latter, long since dead, was a garrulous fellow, quite 
terrified of the smallest cloud in the sky. Accordingly we made 
tentative advances to Pinggera. He was a very pleasant, refined 
looking, well educated man, and deeply religious.14 On snow he was 
first class in himself, but was nervous of a long rope. I had the greatest 
difficulty in preventing him from leading or following me six feet off 
over a snow bridge, but he preferred to lead in the descent, following 
the pernicious habit still prevalent in the Ortler to this day. He was a 
very neat step-cutter but mediocre on rocks. He accompanied me in 
1895 to the Oberland and Pennines, but together with Josef Rein
stadler, also of Sulden, was not altogether a success perhaps both 
were past their best. Pinggera died but a few years ago at a great age. 

" 
u. In Tyrol as a whole, Sunday climbing by guides was liable to local ex

communication for the culprit. In the Dolomites, however, the village priests 
had an excellent rule : 10 per cent. of each guide's earnings for the day in the 
poor-box and leave readily granted. I must have paid considerable sums in 
this most worthy cause I · · 

• 

• 

• 
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U nquestionab)y the best professionals ever produced in the Ortler 
are Hans Sepp Pinggera and his brother, the late Franz nephews of 
Alois. Both employed the rope as it should be, and both, like Alois, 
had travelled extensively. Hans Sepp was still flourishing as keeper 
of the Schaubach hut in 1938. . . 

We started with Order 15 by the Hinterergrat a short, easy but 
rather interesting climb, somewhat resembling the E. an~te of W eisshorn 
on a very small scale. Next followed Konigsspitze by the N.E. face; 
this is not altogether a safe expedition, stones fall from the lamentably 
rotten rocks in the lower third, while the upper snows are very steep. 
We had fine conditions and got up without much trouble. We now 
set out for Thurwieserspitze, a remarkable little peak on the main 
chain. With splendid conditions we were soon up and over the 
Hochjoch, followed the main ridge westwards over a peak called 
Eiskogel, and arrived at the base of Thurwieser with little trouble. 
The E. ridge of the peak although short is (or was) 16 a · mere knife-
_edge of ice and snow. It is very steep and requires skilful cutting. 
We reached the summit in some 6 hours from. the Baeckmann hut at 
the base of Hinterergrat, descending over the fine lower Ortler Glacier 
to Trafoi. With the steps fresh on the Thurwieser ridge, with perfect 
conditions and weather, I managed to persuade Pinggera to start two 
days later for Trafoier Eiswand and the traverse thence over the so
called Baeckmanngrat eastwards to . Thurwieser. This expedition, 
including the ascent of Eiswand by the N. face, is doubtless the finest 
in the Ortler. It is a long way from Trafoi to the base of the N. face, 
but once there Pinggera cut beautifully . up over excellent but very 
steep snow and brought us to the top in quick time. The ridge 
towards Thurwieser is a miniature of the Mont Blanc de Seilon
Ruinette aret~. Narrow it is, with two rocky steps composed of the 
most dreadful material, vying with the worst in all this ' rotten ' group. 
Barb aria as last man made light of it all, but aroused Pinggera' s wrath 
by finding it far too simple ; the fact remains that he did splendidly. 
About one hour, to the best of my recollection, of highly interesting 
and careful work brought us to the top of Thurwieser. Our steps on 
the E. arete were still in perfect condition and, after a prolonged halt 
at the base, we attained Trafoi in the early hours of the afternoon. 
Our next ascent was again that of Ortler by the Hochjoch ridge. In 
the easy conditions prevailing, it belied its greatly exaggerated diffi
culties. With Franz Pinggera and Pierre Blanc, I practically repeated 
this ascent in 1924, finding a war path most of the way. Owing to the 
vast snow and ice desiccation then and now prevalent in the Ortler, 
the Hochjoch itself has become most dangerous on its Sulden slope. 

Friedmann now recommended the great Marltgrat of Order to our 
notice. He himself with his fine amateur party had made the first 

. 
16

. I have climbed Order by the following routes: N. face and ridge, 1893; 
Hinterergrat, I 894 and 1924 ; Marltgrat, I ~94 ; Hintere Wandl, I 893 ; Hoch- · 
j ochgrat, I 894 and I 924 ; Pleisshorn, I 932 .. 

IG In I 924 the edge showed signs of disintegrating into shale. 
• 
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ascent in 1889. Again I had great difficulty· in persuading Pinggera 
to consent ; he piously spent the preceding day in church. We 
started very early from the Eller, arriving at the base of the ridge proper 
long before dawn after a wearisome scramble over the formidable 

. moraines of the little End der Welt Glacier. The lowest rocks before 
and after the junction with a side rib (now called Rotbockgrat and 
more difficult than the main ridge) are much the hardest and are of 
course fearfully rotten. Barb aria was in his element and led splendidly. 
The ridge b.ecame· easier as the snow deposits binding the rocks in
creased. High . up it becan;1e a simple if steep snow arete merging in 
the summit plateau. I have no exact recollection of details or of our 
' times.' This is a route that owing to desiccation is bound to become 
more and more dangerous, with its enormous hanging blocks of putrid 
red rock. Were the boulders firm, the Marltgrat would be a fine 
expedition.17 Again we descended by the Payer hut route, having 
been surprised on the summit by a violent thunderstorm. Both the 
men declared that the Marlt ridge was struck repeatedly. A few minor 
expeditions ended our stay in the .Suldental. 

Barbaria and I then drove to Meran, whence the 20 miles to Botzen 
took 2 hours by rail; we went on to Neumarkt in the Adige valley, 
where we spent the night. To our fury we found that the Stellwagen 
started at 4 A.M. and reached San Martino di Castrozza at 8 P.M.! 

I shall never forget the magnificence of the sunrise over the Adige· 
·valley reflected on the great purple, porphyry cliffs bounding the river 
to the west.· I have perhaps seen more sunrises than most people, 
but that at N eumarkt is the sole one that I would live over again. 

The long drive was wearisome to a degree, the heat became 
oppressive, and having stopped at Cavalese for food, we abandoned our 
dreadful vehicle and ordered a carriage and pair. We crawled up the 
Rolle Pass and there, suddenly, the entire Primiero Dolomites with 
the Cimone della Pala in the foreground were revealed. It was a 
splendid sight, and indeed the massif of Primiero is the finest by far· 
in all the Dolomites, not even excepting the Brenta, which although 
of similar texture and appearance, does not belong geographically to 
the Dolomites at all. With the brakes ground down our horses toiled 
and skated downwards to San Martino nestling below. There 
were two or three large inns constituting with the large convent and 
its cq:urt the entire village. One Panzer (ominous name)~ the chief 
D.u.O.A.V. propagandist for German Kultur in these parts, kept all 
the ~nns a fat and loathsome individual. As we arrived, Sinigaglia, 
a well known Italian mountaineer, greeted us and recommended the 
convent, now a kind of Italian Albergo. Its lady proprietress made us 
fairly comfortable and fed · us well. In the Panzer inns, you ·drew an 

17 Countless are the routes up Order. The great precipitous ice and stone 
shoot constituting the face in the angle between Tabaretta and Marlt ridges 
was ascended in the 1930's by the Schmid brother yet surviving in 1938. It is 
possibly the most insane of all ' routes ' yet achieved in the Alps. Schmid 
became a star in faked ' mountaineering ' films. 
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eight-course meal in the middle of the day, together with a slice of 
cold goat at night. 

Our conveyance was returning to Cavalese early next morning, and 
we availed ourselves of it to be carried to a point whence we could cut 
across and tackle the traverse of Cimone from W. to E. This is a 
very fine climb· and most interesting ; the upper part consists of a 
splendid and exposed ridge, a most unusual event in the Dolomites. 
The difficulties are never very serious, while the descent to the E. is 
easy with artificial aids where not necessary. It was a warm dull day 
and we suffered from thirst. Wilfred Clive now joined me and with 
Michele Bettega, a splendidly picturesque figure and fine climber, we 
ascended that most imposing summit, the Pala di San Martino. It is 
little more than a walk. Next with Bartolo Zagonel, also an excellent 
man, we took on the traverse of Cima di Ball, Cima and Campanile 
di Val di Roda. This combination had, I think, been recently invented 
by Bettega. It is probably the most interesting combined tour in the 
Primiero group. I do not think that it would be considered easy even 
on a modern standard. Zagonel's chief troubles lay in finding a way. 
With G. Zecchini we also accomplished Sass Maor and Punta della 
Madonna, but I cannot remember whether we climbed them separately 
·on two different days or in combination. There was but one hard
step on Sass Maor, and that the very lowest of all above the screes. On 
the other peak, we descended the ' Winkler ' chimney and found little 
difficulty. I have no recollection of the appearance or locality of 
the now famous Schleierkante, which no one had dreamt of in 1894. 
Still with Zecchini we traversed Cima di Canali, a very long expedition 
for the Dolomites. There were no great difficulties, but owing to 
warm fog I had no idea where we were for most of the day. Clive 
crashed badly in the descent and we had trouble in getting him up. 
He was quite unhurt and had his revenge a week or so later (A.J. 53· 

. 26). Everyone was very cross all day, but we found a new hut some
where or other,' provisioned on that admirable ' Pott ' system (which 
now for some reason has ceased to function) and containing much 
excellent tinned meat, biscuits, wine and beer. We had a tremendous 
orgy and the long walk home, including hundreds of feet uphill over 
screes, became a festive and triumphant procession. Even the ex
cellent but gloomy Zecchini was seen to smile more than once. The 
fog was as thick as on a winter day in the Midlands, but far above on 
the heights we could hear Bettega singing. He had a fine voice and 
knew it. The weather now went in for a bad spell and we spent 
it in driving and walking to Campitello, where Clive, Barbaria 
and I were to meet the great Antonio Dimai, · whose cairns we 
had seen adorning the grimmest ledges and chimneys in the Primiero 
massif. 

Clive waited at Campitello to meet Dimai (A.J . 53· 22 sqq.), while 
Barbaria persuaded me to make a dash for St. Christina in the fine 
Grodnertal. We crossed the Langkofeljoch, descended the striking 
corrie on the far side and arrived at St. Christina in a thunderstorm . 

• 
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Next day we climbed the Fermedaturm and an adjacent and rather 
higher summit, returning over the same pass to Campitello on the 
following day. The Grodnertal is a beautiful valley and it possesses 
the merit of having peaks at the head and on both sides, while San 
Martino has nothing but woods to the west . . 

After the Zinnen traverse (A.J. 53· 28) I started for home. At 
Sterzing, while sitting in the comfortable Aussichtswagen 18 attached 
in the rear of many Austrian trains (these coaches have gone the way 
of all good things in that unhappy country), I perceived a commotion 
and crowd on the platform. I saw turbans and jolly Mongolian faces 
emerging from the admiring crowd, and presently there entered my 
empty open coach Martin Conway, Fitzgerald, and the for~er's two 
Gurkhas. On the platform, bowing, stood Conway's two Valtour
nanche guides about to board the southbound train. It was an episode 
in Conway's Alps from End to End. Like his beaming Gurkhas, the 
great man was wearing a turban, while the first putties I ever saw in 
the Alps adorned the legs of the trio. They were on the way to Brenner 
and the Hochfeiler, but the 'explorer' of the New Zealand Alps, 
aloof and supercilious, was making for the fleshpots. Conway was 
very pleased at the directions I was able to give him for his route into 
the W. Zillertal. I was equally pleased at his remark that he con
sidered my favourite Tribulaun to be the finest .peak in Tyrol. We 
parted at Brenner ; whereupon the ' explorer ' dragging a lounge 
chair to the farther end of the coach, turned his back on me and 
:promptly went to sleep. 

In attempting these reminiscences of the Eastern, a contrast of 
scenery with that of the far more important Western Alps appears 
almost inevitable. This contrast may be summed up in a few lines : 
in grandeur of mountains and valleys the advantage of the Western 
Alps is overwhelming. There is nothing east of the Reschen Scheideck 
that can compare for a moment with Dauphine to my mind the 
most splendid as with certainty the wildest of all Alpine massifs.
with the Eastern Graians, Mont Blanc, Bernese Oberland, Pennines, 
Lintal (Todi), or the Bregaglia. The finest snow scenery in Tyrol, 
or the Eastern Alps generally, contrasts not unfavourably with the 
Silvrettas, Central Bernina, Adulas or Lepontines. Again in my 
humble opinion, the best of Tyrol is contained in the Zillertal and its 

18 In 1913, I had been chamois-shooting in the Todes Gebirge. My host 
together with most of the large party were leaving by train on or about 
October 3· We arrived at Bad-Aussee statio~ and found the train from the 
south quite packed. Suddenly we discovered the beautiful ' view-carriage , in 
rear to be entirely empty. We hurried towards it together with our escort of 
luggage porters. At this moment there came plunging forward the gorgeous 
head guard of the train in a state of wrath and · consternation. Suddenly 
remembering his ' Who's Who,' he pulled up, saluted smartly, then removing 
his shako exclaimed : ' Durchlaucht, Erlaucht, Excellenz, gnadige Frau Grafin, 
etc., etc., I beg humbly for forgiveness, but you cannot get .into that Wagen; 
it has ceased to run after September 30, it has gone home for the winter, it no 
longer exists. Ab er . . . Ki.isst die Hand.' Whereupon· he. unlocked the 
door and assisted with the luggage. · · · 

• 
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lovely side glens, Floite and Gerlos. The Kaprunertal is disappoint
ing, the Tau ern frankly unattractive. The J ulians, with which I 
have but the slightest acquaintance, may contain the most striking 
rock scenery, but the absence of snow and ice, as in the case of Dolo
mites or Brenta, precludes these unique districts from being considered 
as true ' mountaineering ' terrain. And now for a tale designed as an 
apology and fitting climax to this egoistical catalogue of youthful if 
wearisome misdeeds. 

In early July, 1903, by a whole series of fortuitous events, Alois 
Pollinger, the great, J osef Lochmatter and I found ourselves descending 
Val Cedeh towards S. Caterina in Val.Furva, after a traverse of Konigs
spitze by the N.W. arete and descent of the S. face. The day was yet 
young, the weather fine, the climb had been accomplished with the 
greatest ease. Our ultimate destination was Pontresina by way of 
Bormio, Tirano · and the Bernina Pass. Our sole present anxiety was 
the thought of the eight miles of hard high road from S. Caterina to 
Bormio, a thought always distasteful to the average guide, and especially 
so to our senior companion. We knew that there was no possibility 
of obtaining a conveyance at S. Caterina. Somewhere about midway 
between the Cedeh hut and the Forno inn we encountered a solitary 
tourist ; he was stout and arrogant, clad in knickerbockers, check 
stockings, button boots and Styrian hat adorned with ersatz Gamsbart 
-in short a typical Saupreuss. With a strong Prussian accent he 
informed us that he was en route for the Stelvio, had broken his journey 
at Bormio for one day and had driven to S. Caterina in a hired carriage ; 
he then demanded directions to the Cedeh hut. Pollinger removed 
his hat, bowed most affably, and said the (quite obvious) path to the 
hut was hard to find ; he would, however, accompany the German for 
a short distance to put him on the right route beyond possibility of all 
error. ·The pair went off together with the friendliest gestures. 
Josef and I strolled on downwards. 'The uncle is up to some devilry, 
I know,' whispered Josef. Just before reaching S. Caterina, Alois 
rejoined us in a great hurry and rushed us into the Stabilimento. He 
greeted the Padrone with enthusiasm, ordered drinks for us and ex
plained to the former that the German tourist had changed his mind ; 
he would not return to Bormio that day, but having visited the Cedeh 
hut, would return and sleep at the Stabilimento ; meanwhile, the 
German desired that his carriage be ordered back to Bormio and 
another requested for the following day. All this the Padrone smilingly 
assented to. Next came the crux: 'May we,' beamed Alois, 'take 
the carriage to Bormio ? ' ' Of course,' was the reply. Five minutes 
later we were bowling along in a fine two-horsed Jandau. Josef was 
chuckling to himself, Alois had an extraordinary look on his face, but 
I was still comparatively in the dark. As we neared Bormio, Alois 
said to me sternly, 'On no account, Herr, are you to pay for the 
carriage, I will tell the driver that the German will pay for both 
carriages tomorrow.' En route for Tirano, Alois explained what he 
had done. He had led the German to a small bifurcating track, he 
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had pointed out the place where the Cedeh hut lay on the far side of 
the Monte Confinale ridge (a Io,ooo ft. spur of Konigsspitze); in 
short, the site of the Milano hut in Val Zebru, at least 6 hou.rs distant. 
Pollinger had added that the path was excellent and became a kind of 
high road later on, that the hut was but an hour or so distant and that 
beer was provided therein. ' In any case the German will have to 
spend the night in the Stabilimento ; he will be pleased, the Wirt is 
pleased, we are pleased, but why did you pay for the Fuhrwerk ?, • • • 
V erdammter Dietscher.' 

For to my honour be it noted, I had paid for one carriage, both ways . 

• 

ON CAIRNS ., 

BY PETER LLOYD 
. 

AIRNS, and especially summit cairns, are dear to the heart of 
all mountaineers, and in these days when 2o,ooo ft. above sea 

~ level is so much more easily reached in an aeroplane than in a pair 
of climbing boots, when the moon seems much nearer than the Alps, it is 
good to think of them. It is true that to the climber the means are often 
more important than the end, that the summit, seldom the real climax 
of a difficult ascent, may be dim in the recollection of a climbing day, 
but for all of us there must be some mountain tops that are happily 
and vividly remembered, and in the pictures that ~e · conjure up the 
cairn must often be an essential element. It is true, too, that in these 
years it is not given to many climbers to build a cairn on the virgin 
summit they have just climbed, but in spite of this the cairn remains, 
as Kugy in his Alpine Pilgrimage reminds us, the embodiment of summit 
and of victory .1 And the symbolism, as we all vaguely realise, is 
much deeper than those words suggest,- for cairns and the ritual of 
cairn building reach back in every continent into man's prehistory; 
they are the first of man's monuments; tombs of forgotten warriors, 
altars of unknown gods, and potent with magic. 

How widespread is the habit of building cairns a moment's reflection 
will show. On our English, Welsh and Scottish hills they are an 
integral part of the mountain scene, and though often sadly neglected 
they have a rare beauty. I think especially of the Lakeland cairns, 
not only those on the grassy summits but those marking the paths 
over the hills, as the cairn on Looking Stead and Robinson's cairn on 
the High Level route to Pillar. I wonder how long the old summit 
cairns .have stood where they now stand, and how much the top of 
Helvellyn has changed in a thousand years. 

In the high Alps the summit cairn under ·the falsely suggestive name 
of ' Stoneman ' is almost as widespread as in England, though natu_rally 
much more recent than on the British hills. And the Alpine cairn 
seems_ indeed to be somewhat uncertain ·of itself, and is not infrequently 

1 Lo . . c;. cat., p. 19. 
.. 
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